
                                                            KAZ in BUSINESS
WHY Choose KAZ?
Because it’s easy! Our unique and scientifically developed ACCELERATED LEARNING method is based on using specific 
combinations and progressions of just 11 words in 5 easily memorised and trademarked phrases - teaching the A-Z keys in 
just 90 minutes!*  - No other typing tutor works in this way.

Designed for the future
KAZ is designed to be accessible from anywhere (with or without an internet connection). From office or home to global web 
based networks, access to the course can be via: CDROM, Download, your office Intranet, SCORM 1.2 compliant form for 
use in LMS/VLE systems, Single Sign On (SAML) mode for Cloud based LMS or Online direct from our cloud based server. 
All multi-user versions come with a full back office administrator system, which monitors progress and performance. KAZ is 
Windows and Apple Mac compatible. 
NO other typing tutor is deliverable across such a wide range of IT platforms.

Touch-Type = Think-Type™
The ability to touch-type eventually translates to the ability to ‘think-type’. In the same way drivers control a car without 
looking at their hands and feet, being able to touch-type means being able to ‘think’ words directly onto the screen without 
having to break concentration by looking down at the keyboard. There really isn’t a faster or easier way to learn to ‘think-
type’ than with KAZ!

KAZ In Business & the Public Sector - Save time and money and increase productivity. 
Most employees waste precious time typing slowly with two fingers, correcting their mistakes and focusing on the 
keyboard rather than the work itself. This lack of keyboard skills is slowing down your organisation and costing YOU a 
fortune in wasted time.
In a world dominated by technology, it’s essential that your employees are able to touch-type. Research has shown that 
touch typists, free from 2-finger ‘hunt and pecking’, work faster, smarter and with much less stress. This skill is essential, it 
saves time and will allow your staff to excel - be it at creative writing, working on reports or simply sending emails. 
Enabling your employees to use their keyboards quickly and accurately will improve their productivity and that of your 
organisation swiftly, simply and cheaply. See our price list, try our ROI calculator and be amazed at how much KAZ could 
save you. 
And now you can cater for all your employees with our new SEN/Dyslexia version - included as a FREE option.
KAZ training can be carried out on-site at each employee’s workstation. KAZ removes the barriers commonly associated 
with the learning process by enabling users to touch type in an 
average of just 90 minutes!* 
KAZ is ideal for businesses and organisations of all sizes and 
offers a choice of delivery to suit YOUR needs. 
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Guaranteed satisfaction  
Subject to status, you can trial our Online multi-user 
version before you buy - without obligation and free 
of charge.

Contact us now:       Email: sales@kaz-type.com
                                or ring: 01926 423424
*Our tests have shown that the majority of users complete the A-Z keys 
section in 90 minutes or less. However, this is not guaranteed and some 
individuals will take a little longer. KAZ is structured so individuals can work 
at their own pace. Allow an average of 4 hours plus practise to complete the 
entire course - including the rest of the keyboard.


